

	
		
			

				
					

 





We are committed to providing quality dental care to families located in the Los Angeles area and treat patients of all ages
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Come visit the Doctor a friendly one to one chat will prove why Dr. Reitter is a highly regarded and reputable practice! His staff will also care to all your detailed and most vital concerns. Born and studied in France, Dr. Reitter has been in practice for over 30 years and has touched on all aspects of general dentistry.
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USC

Dr.Jean F.Reitter former assistant professor at Ostrow School of Dentistry of USC, Division of Restorative Sciences.




 Read more
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Teeth Whitening

Teeth whitening is the most popular cosmetic dentistry choice. Come in for a consultation, Dr. Jean F. Reitter can determine the best product for your situation. Sinsational Smile Light-activated TEETH WHITENING system professionally performed in the cosmetic dentist’s office.




 Read more
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Dental Implants

Dental implants combine both restorative and cosmetic dentistry. Dental implants replace one or more missing teeth or secure a dental bridge or denture with stability similar to a natural tooth root. New white materials eliminate any gray shadow under the restored crown.




 Read more
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Dental Crowns

A dental crown is used to cover a tooth that is decayed or damaged. Dental crowns can be constructed using a variety of materials depending on the need. Porcelain crowns have opalescence very similar to your natural teeth.




 Read more
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Dental Hygiene

Specific approaches will be recommended for your individual needs. Your teeth will also be cleaned by our licensed dental hygienist, a professional dedicated to your receiving maximum longevity from your natural dentition. We consider this dental hygiene session to be one of the most valuable services we offer to our patients.




 Read more
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Purified Water

We use only purified water during our dental procedures (chairs connected to purified water lines)




 Read more
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Cosmetic Dentistry

Cosmetic Dentistry combines various techniques and treatments to create a spectacular, natural-looking smile. Cosmetic dental care is available! Looking younger and feeling good about your teeth makes life enjoying and contributes to a greater success in life!




 Read more
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Conduct & Services

We always have your wellness in mind. Our health-conscious attention to quality and care is integral to our services because we understand the importance of your health.




 Read more
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Mercury Safe

Biologic Dentistry takes account of the effect of dental treatment and materials on the overall health of the patient. So in every treatment plan made, we always keep in mind the overall health of the patient.




 Read more









The dental office of
Dr. Jean F. Reitter
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Located in the serene landscape of the San Gabriel Mountains, situated comfortably and conveniently in the beautiful city of La Canada. We are a patient-centered, care-driven professional practice, with a friendly staff catered to assist your questions and needs.

We specialize in Biomimetic principles, which is the reconstruction of teeth to emulate their esthetic and natural form and function. It is the most conservative approach to treating fractured and decayed teeth. It keeps them strong and seals them from bacterial invasion. By conserving as much tooth structure as possible, we can eliminate the need for many crowns and root canals.





Everything that is beautiful and noble is the product of reason and calculation. Charles Baudelaire




 About us
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Plaza Verdugo Medical Center cross Glendale - Keck Medicine of USC










Patients Testimonials
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Perfect!

First off, Dr. Reitter is one of the most professional dentists you might ever meet. The waiting room, restroom and other areas are pristine. The assistants including his front desk assistant are kind and sweet. I am happy with the quality of the varying dental care he has given. If you've been afraid to go to the dentist or haven't been in years, he will put you at ease with his professionalism and expertise (which was the case for me). I actually look forward to visiting. My experience here has opened my eyes to the difference between taking care of my dental health and receiving dental "care". With Dr. Reitter's office you have a chance to do both!



Liz M.
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Awesome!

The best dentist that I ever had the pleasure of meeting. I have met and worked with many. I am always pleased. Dr. Is so professional. Mrs. that runs the front is so polite, honest and hardworking. I really liked their assistant Charlie but she went back to school. I am highly recommending this team to take care of you and your family.



Jenny H.
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Professional!

Dr. Reitter is perhaps the most professional, competent and efficient dentist I've ever had. I discovered he's a second- or third-generation dentist, so this is practically in his blood. The office is super clean and the equipment is state-of-the-art and modern. The dental X-ray took a rotating one of my entire teeth in a minute or so. His assessment was precise. If you experience a discomfort or phobia of the dentist's chair, you will most feel quite at ease here. I'm okay with dentists. I've gone through the wringer on orthodontic work when I was a child to handle my Bugs Bunny overbite. Many visits and some extremely uncomfortable procedures. I don't have a back-off or am phobic, but visiting the dentist has never been a pleasurable experience. I did not experience with him at all. He also educates properly and answers all of your questions. I also discovered he does SAFE removal of amalgam fillings, which I've been seeking for quite a while. I didn't get the receptionist's name but she had a friendly and caring demeanor, a rarity with most medical or dental offices.



Emanuel S.
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Amazing!

Dr. Reitter is soooo amazing! I love him and his wife a lot. They are very professional and sweet. My teeth have actually never looked better. I saw in one of the comments someone wrote that he only did a consultation and didn't actually work on their teeth which pissed that person off, well I can tell you the reason for that is so he can study each persons case before working on them (cause he actually cares and wants to develop a case).. I typically would not enjoy going to the dentists but I actually enjoy going to Reitter a lotttt. My teeth feel healthier and better, highly suggest him for all your dental needs and questions. He's so nice he even gave me samples of toothpaste. Plus you can practice some French with him!:)



Sareen K.
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Read more patients reviews








 





Dr. Reitter is waiting to help you
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Dr. Reitter was born in Colmar, France, where he graduated in 1989 with a dentistry degree from the famous Louis Pasteur University. The doctor has five other diplomas in the fields of Biology, Prosthodontics, Periodontology and Implantology.
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Jean F. Reitter, DDS
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Insurances Accepted

We accept all PPO plans
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We are
accepting new patients
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Our office offers a full array of dental services to help you create a satisfying smile. Simply call to book an appointment. We're looking forward to meeting you.



Dr. Jean F. Reitter
Phone: 818-790-4567
info@absolutdent.com






Have a question?
Write to us!





 














	How did you hear about us?
Existing Patient
Google
Yelp
Word of Mouth
Facebook


	




	
	




	
	




	
	




	
	




	
	

















				

				
			

		


	
	
		
		





























